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According to a local government official quoted by Reuters one of
China’s top titanium producers has halted production in its Chongqing
unit after employees were found to be infected with the new
coronavirus.
In addition to plant shutdowns, transportation restrictions have the
potential to lead to a wide range of raw material shortages across
supply chains.
3/3/2020 Update - China's Industrial Output Remains Low
NASA satellite photos show a significant reduction in pollution
(Nitrogen Dioxide) over China's major cities. Nitrogen
Dioxide primarily gets in the air from the burning of fuel. It forms from
vehicle and power plant emissions. On a related note, the below chart
shows China's electricity consumption compared to prior years:
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Metallurgical Minute
By Fred McMann, Metallurgist
This article is intended as an
introduction to Ferritic Stainless Steels
metals. Information will be forthcoming
in future articles by Vested Metals.

Ferritic Stainless Steels are commonly alloyed
with a minimum Chromium content of 12%. The
rest of the chemistry is essentially Iron. These
steels are generally magnetic, and have fair
corrosion resistance, but cannot be thermally
hardened. This group includes grades such as
409, 409Cb, 403, and 430.
There are free machining versions of these
grades and that makes them attractive to some
general market applications.
The cost of these grades is low when compared
to other higher end grades of stainless. Tubular
exhaust pipe and associated fittings in
automotive is a very common application for 409
and 409 Cb.
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Stainless Steel
Production
Video

Machined acorn nuts from 430F bar which are
found in consumer products is another
application. These grades are drawn into pipe,
formed into machining bar, or used as cold
heading wire (normally 430) for manufacturing
into various commercial parts.
Pole pieces and armatures for solenoids are very
commonly machined from cold formed out of
430FR SS which is praised for its good magnetic
properties for low coercive force and magnetic
flux density.

What We Are Reading
- U.S. producer prices post biggest gain in more than a year
- Coronavirus outbreak weighs on metals prices; U.S. steel prices flatten
- Job openings fell in December, hires and separations were unchaged

Medtronic Reports Slowdown In China But All
Manufacturing Running
Total Impact Still Difficult To Determine
On its fiscal third quarter conference call (02/18/20) Medtronic
reported that while its business is slowing in Q4 all of its
manufacturing operations are still running in China.
The company indicated that while procedure volume is likely
slowing things could quickly ramp back up when the situation
normalizes.
Link to full transcript

Vested Metal's New Services
Waterjet Cutting
Vested Metals now offers Waterjet cutting services. The
benefits of Waterjet cutting services include:
Highly versatile - Waterjet machines can cut most metals
and material up to 18 inches thick
Tighter tolerances
Some material/thickness: .001" (0.25 MM)
For materials over 1 inch thick the machines will
produce parts from +/- 0.005 to 0.100 inch
(0.12 to 2.5 mm).
Clean edges, no burns
Vested Metals has material in stock, ready to be
cut and shipped

What We Are Reading
- Trump Expands Aluminum, Steel Tariffs to Some Imported Products
- U.S. Steel’s Turnaround Plan Runs Through Big River Mill

Global Economic Trends Before Current Slowdown

Data Not Matching Other
Economic Indicators

January Data
Delayed

U.S. Manufacturing Near-Term Fundamentals Were
Stable Heading Into Potential Coronovirus Slowdown
Low Inventory Levels and Stable Demand Could Boost 2020 Growth
There is plenty to be negative about when it comes to manufacturing. For example, U.S. job growth has slowed from
over 2% Y/Y growth in Q2/Q3 2018 to under 0.5% in Q4 2020 and only 0.2% in January 2020. Additionally, the ISM
manufacturing index spent much of 2H 2019 below 50 (<50 signals contraction).
Despite the recent weakness and likely economic slowdown, there is room for optimism. In January, the ISM
manufacturing index (Institute of Supply Management) jumped to 50.9 (>50 signals expansion) the largest single
increase since 2013. Also, the report showed that customer inventories remain in contraction territory at 43.8 (40
consecutive monthly declines) yet personal income and spending for goods rose 6.2% in 2019. As supply remains
low and demand rebounds, manufacturing production growth has a good chance of stabilizing in 2020.
Furthermore, China likely faces a meaningful slowdown in Q1/Q2 2020. However, China's consumption as % of
GDP remains very low (39% in 2018 vs. 69% in the U.S.). So while China's nominal GDP has grown to $14 trillion
(U.S. nominal GDP is $21 trillion), its end demand impact on the world economy isn't as large.
Despite positive developments the current economic cycle is now over 11 old and the 1-3 year outlook remains
more uncertain that normal. More on this in future articles.
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